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Mareta lounge chair
Héctor Serrano Design

Mareta is not just any outdoor armchair. It invites you to relax unconventionally. How? In a 
simple and natural way, it allows you fall into its soft ergonomic structure that instantly engulfs 
you. The best thing about it? It is a treat that you can share with whoever you want.

Inspired by geometrics, the Mareta armchair is designed to adjust to the body in relaxation 
through a unconventional combination of curved and straight lines that make up the entire 
piece. In fact, this creative, minimalist-looking furniture has no armrests, allowing endless 
relaxing positions without hindrance. The Mareta armchair is soft in appearance, but 
maintains its rigidity allowing maximum comfort. It is made with outer fabric and filled with 
polystyrene beads coated with water repellent fabric. In addition, the upholstery is removable, 
making it easy to change and wash.

Beyond your comfort, the Mareta armchair is versatile and multipurpose, adapting to different 
outdoor environments and providing that aspect of spontaneity in its exterior design. It is 
available in several colours in plain fabric (white, red, grey, anthracite, blue, mustard, bronze 
and sand), in urban fabric (red, mustard, optical blue, capri blue, ocean blue, lime green, mint 
green) and now also in hexagon fabric (pink, red and grey) – which one is best suited to your 
home?
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About Héctor Serrano 
Héctor Serrano is a multidisciplinary designer, 
founder of the design office Héctor Serrano Studio 
(product design, room design, communication and 
laboratory). 

His projects combine innovation with the 
communication of familiar ideas in an unusual and 
resourceful way. Among his clients you can find firms 
and institutions such as Roca, Moooi, ICEX Ministry 
of Industry, Tourism and Trade of Spain, Droog 
Design, Metalarte, La Casa Encendida (Caja Madrid) 
and the Valenia City Council, among others too.

The studio has received several creativity awards, such as the Peugeot Design Award and 
the Premio Nacional de Diseño No Aburridos. The design products of Héctor Serrano have 
also been exhibited in specialist museums such as the V&A in London and Cooper-Hewitt 
National Design Museum in New York, and are part of several collections such as the Central 
Museum in Amsterdam, product and spaces, communication and laboratory, established in 
London in 2000. 
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Project Details
Year:

Designer:

Materials:

2019

Héctor Serrano

Manufactured in outdoor 
fabric and filled with 
polystyrene pearls coated 
with hydophobic fabric. 
Removable upholstery.

Lounge chair 
90 x 110 x 70 cm

Lounge chair XL
115 x 140 x 75 cm

Sizes:

Plain Fabric 
Colours:

White, Red, Grey, 
Anthracite, Blue, 
Mustard, Sand, Bronze

Capri blue, Ocean blue, 
Optical blue, Violet blue, 
Mustard, Red, Lime 
green, Mint green

Pink, Red, Grey

Urban Fabric 
Colours:

Hexagon Fabric 
Colours:
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A new brand with  
a huge experience behind it

DIABLA is a new brand of outdoor furniture, accessories and complementary items.  
The designs are typically casual, original and creative, with new formulas for enjoying 
outdoor living in all kinds of settings and at any time of year. DIABLA is a brand with an 
inspiring attitude that offers creative ideas for stylish settings. The bold, colourful designs 
not only contribute something new, they are also the expression of new lifestyles. 

DIABLA is the third GANDIABLASCO brand, a new business adventure backed by 
this prestigious firm with close to eight decades of experience in the domestic and 
international contemporary design sector. The collections are developed with the 
support of resources and expertise accumulated by GANDIABLASCO in terms of the 
design, production and development culture that prevails in the business. The company 
entrusted the leadership of this new project to architect and designer Sara Romero, 
founding partner of the Romero Vallejo studio. 

Diabla has its own online shop www.diablaoutdoor.com where its products can be 
purchased as well as the usual sales points of GANDIABLASCO.

www.diablaoutdoor.com 
Press inquiries: diabla@itcomunicacion.com
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